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Single European Sky: Shifting into 
Deployment 
by Woodrow Bellamy III
Perspectives from major players around 
the industry provide an in-depth look at this 
herculean effort to bring the technologically 
progressed air transportation system that the 
Eurozone needs.
  

The Connectivity Play in Future US NextGen 
Strategy 
by Juliet Van Wagenen
Some companies are beginning to look ahead 
to what connectivity can offer the National 
Airspace System and take communications, 
operational effi ciency and decision-making to 
the next level.

AEEC | AMC 2015 Conference: Where the 
Industry Unites 
by Woodrow Bellamy III 
While it would be impossible to cover the wide 
range of topics covered, here are some of the 
largest issues discussed during the 
AEEC | AMC 2015 Conference.

Regional Scan
Top industry news from around the world

Opinion
Drones Quietly Expand FAA Jurisdiction from 
Airspace to Cyberspace
by Paul Fraidenburgh

Calendar of Events

EFBs: Finding the Sweet Spot 
by Charlotte Adams
It’s a time of great innovation as users and pro-
viders seek the best way forward while making 
the most of what they have.

Wire & Cable: Supporting Connectivity, New 
Avionics, and Increased Data Volumes
by Woodrow Bellamy III
Supplier competition is higher than ever, giving 
operators, OEMs and installers a healthy list of 
options to meet their system specifi cations and 
mission purposes.

Webinars On Demand
÷ Connected Technologies: Futureproofi ng 

Tomorrow’s Aircraft
÷ Death to the Floppy: Bringing Aircraft 

Information Management into the 21st 
Century

For more information on upcoming and on-
demand webinars, visit 
www.aviationtoday.com/webinars
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Aircraft 
industry 
whitepaper 

How to use an Air Data Test Set to simulate aero engine thrust? 

The eゐciency of a turbine engine is crucial in the aircraft industry. 
Reliable testing instruments are needed to simulate thrust 
and crosscheck the validity of the cockpit EPR measurement 
instrumentation, while creating test pressures that are similar to 
those that could be found on a running engine.

Check out GE’s whitepaper and learn how to ensure reliable EPR 
testing during aircraft on-ground maintenance using GE’s easy-to-use 
ADTS500 Series pitot static testers.

Download whitepaper
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Mark Holmes

is the editorial director 
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and Via Satellite 

magazine.

We have just returned from the AEEC | AMC conference 

in Prague, which was a very successful event. The 

overall mood of the industry seemed pretty positive 

as the NextGen and connected world we live in opens 

up a host of new opportunities for avionics players to 

equip new planes, as well as retrofit old ones. 

In many ways, it has not been a good year for the 

airline industry with the Germanwings, Malaysia Airlines, 

and Air Asia tragedies dominating headlines. This has 

led to a lot of soul searching and, while there may 

have been outside factors that led to these incidents, 

using technology to make aircraft safer is always a 

key requirement for the avionics industry. Aircraft are 

becoming more complex than ever before and, with 

airlines working in a competitive environment, being 

more eff icient by using the latest technologies is 

absolutely vital. 

In this edition of Avionics Magazine we look at a 

number of different aspects of the market. We have 

exclusive reader surveys on the wire and cable market, 

as well as the Electronic Flight Bags (EFBs) market. 

These are two areas where a lot is happening on the 

technology front, and we talk to key decision makers, 

as well as analyze the latest data on the market. Our 

Junior Editor, Juliet Van Wagenen takes a look at how 

connectivity is impacting future NextGen strategy. 

And Woodrow Bellamy III takes a look at the latest 

developments surrounding SESAR and the Single 

European Sky initiative, which like NextGen in the United 

States is reaching crunch time.

We are also counting down to our second Global 

Connected Aircraft Summit which takes place in June in 

Washington, D.C.. We have around 15 airline speakers 

and 17 leading industry sponsors. It promises to be a 

great event. We look forward to seeing you there.

Industry Players Ready to 
Step up After Diffi cult Year
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Regional Scan

Asia-Pacifi c

Australia South Pacifi c to See Heavy 
Traffi c Pick Up

The passenger aircraft fleet serving the Australia South Pacific 

region will grow from some 700 aircraft today to more than 1,200 

by 2033, according to Airbus’ latest Global Market Forecast 

(GMF). Alongside regional annual growth set at 4.5 percent, the 

fleet will see a doubling in the number of wide-body aircraft.

With aviation growth comparable with other mature markets 

such as North America and Europe, the Australian South Pacific 

region has the world’s highest propensity to travel per capita. 

Traffic to and from developing markets will grow even more quickly, 

however, with traffic to Asia growing at 5.1 percent, Latin America 

6.2 percent, Africa 6.3 percent, and the Middle East 5.4 percent, 

which are all well above the 4.7 percent world average. Moreover, 

by 2033, the number of aviation mega-cities globally will double 

to 91. Perth, Brisbane and Auckland will join today’s mega-cities 

of Sydney and Melbourne.

L2 Receives STC in Japan for 
Iridium Satcom on 737

L2 Consu l t ing  Serv ices  has  rece ived a 

Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) from the 

Japan Civi l Aviation Bureau (JCAB) for the 

installation of the Iridium satcom system on 

Boeing 737-700 and 737-800 aircraft. The 

original FAA STC (ST10928SC) was certified 

by L2 for both the ICG NxtLink ICS-220A and 

Rockwell Coll ins IRT-2120 Ir idium satcom 

systems.  

The NxtLink ICS-220A and IRT-2120 devices 

are a comprehensive communications system 

that provides the flight crew with a dedicated 

Data Link channel to support ACARS, FANS messaging, CPDLC, 

and an exclusive global voice channel.

Aircraft undergoing 

avionics installations. 

Photo: L2 Aviation
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Asia-Pacific

Hainan Airlines has introduced the Boeing Wind Updates solution 

into their operations, which will provide real-time wind updates 

and temperature information during flight. Hainan has introduced 

the technology on its fleet of 787s and A330 aircraft to leverage 

real-time information that improves in-flight airplane performance 

based on atmospheric conditions.

“Having real-time wind data in hand helps to increase situational 

awareness for our pilots and allows for changes to take place to 

best take advantage of current conditions,” said Haoming Xie, 

president of Hainan Airlines.

Hainan Airlines Takes on Boeing 
Wind Updates

Construction on Airbus’ new Asia Training 

Centre (AATC) in Singapore is now underway. 

Due to open in the first quarter of 2016, the new 

facility will offer type rating and recurrent training 

courses for all in-production Airbus types. AATC 

is a joint venture between Airbus (55 percent) 

and Singapore Air l ines (SIA) (45 percent), 

incorporated in the Republic of Singapore.

The 9,250-square-meter facility will be the 

fourth Airbus flight-training center in its global 

network, joining those in Toulouse, Miami and 

Beijing. When fully operational, the Singapore 

center will feature eight Full Flight Simulators 

(FFS), including four A350 XWBs, one A380, 

one A330, and two A320s. The center will also 

offer classroom facilities and training courses 

necessary as the aviation industry in the South 

East Asian region continues to grow.

Work Takes Off on Airbus’ New 
Singapore-based Training Center

Artist rendering 

of Airbus 

Singapore 

training center. 

Photo: Airbus

NATS has been awarded a contract to work with the Civil Aviation 

Authority of Singapore (CAAS) to advance the growing of the 

country’s air navigation services capabilities in anticipation of 

future traffic growth and challenges. 

 The U.K. Air Navigation Services Provider (ANSP) will build 

on previous work already carried out over the past four years in 

conjunction with the CAAS, in order to deliver expertise and best 

practice procedures and processes.

NATS Wins Contract to Modernize 
Singapore CAA
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Rockwell Collins has been selected by Airbus to provide the 

Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) interface and Communication Unit (EICU) 

for the Airbus A320 and A330 aircraft families. The EICU, which 

is part of Rockwell Collins’ secure server router product portfolio, 

leverages technology from the onboard information management 

system that the company already supplies for other Airbus aircraft 

types. It securely connects to portable and factory-installed EFBs 

in the cockpit via wireless or wired connections.

The system’s embedded router enables the EFB to interconnect 

with select onboard and external networks, including the avionics, 

maintenance information, airline operating centers, connecting 

gates, and the cabin. This technology finds the most cost-effective 

communication channel available, whether it is cellular, Wi-Fi, satellite 

communications, or the Aircraft Communications Addressing and 

Reporting System (ACARS) for connecting the EFB to external 

networks. The unit also features a virtual digital Aircraft Condition 

Monitoring System (ACMS) Recorder (VDAR) that leverages the 

ground cellular/Wi-Fi connectivity to automatically download Quick 

Access Recorder (QAR) files to airline ground servers.

Airbus Taps Rockwell Collins for EFB 
Interface and Communication Unit

Sweden’s Air Navigation Service Provider 

(ANSP), Luftfartsverket (LFV) has become the 

first ANSP to manage an airport remotely. LFV 

launched remote tower services at Ornskoldsvik 

Airport on April 21 with takeoffs and landings 

controlled from a Remote Tower Center (RTC) 

in Sundsvall, Sweden more than 60 miles away.

The system, which received final operational 

approval from the Swedish Transport Agency 

last November, works with a group of cameras 

and sensors deployed at the airport, which 

provides real-time data to the Sundsvall RTC. 

LFV worked with Saab to make the remote tower 

a reality, installing new technologies such as high-definition fixed 

cameras, controllable (pan-tilt-zoom) cameras, video compression 

and encryption along with remote control of airfield lighting.

Sweden Successfully Launches 
First Remote Tower Services

Camera used 

in remote tower 

operations. 

Photo: LFV
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European Air Navigation Service Providers 

(ANSPs) and airlines have formed a consortium 

to explore Optimized Descent Profiles (ODP) 

from the upper airspace to terminal maneuvering 

areas. The goal is to improve vertical fl ight 

efficiency and environmental sustainability while 

also taking capacity aspects into consideration. 

The ANSPs of Germany (DFS Deutsche 

Flugsicherung), Austria (Austro Control), France 

(DSNA), and Switzerland (Skyguide), as well as 

Eurocontrol’s Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre (MUAC) aim 

to develop optimized descent procedures for certain approach 

paths to the airports of Basel, Berlin-Tegel, Frankfurt, Geneva, 

Munich, Strasbourg, Stuttgart, Vienna and Zürich.

The project will conduct fast-time and real-time simulations as 

well as several cross-border exercises, developing continuous 

descent profiles at the highest level possible for aircraft coming 

from both free route and conventional route airspaces. 

European ANSP, Airlines Form 
ODP Consortium

The South-East Axis Free Route Airspace (FRA) implementation 

project was successfully concluded on April 30 with free route 

operations now being conducted above FL325 at night in the three 

flight information regions of Sarajevo, Zagreb, and Belgrade. 

 This free route airspace project proves that cross-border 

FRA are feasible and that several Air Navigation Service Providers 

(ANSPs) and the network manager, working closely together, are 

fully capable of accelerating its implementation. 

Free Route Airspace Now Up and 
Running for Sarajevo, Zagreb and 
Belgrade

The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and the International 

Air Transport Association (IATA) have published new training 

requirements for airline pilots to prevent loss of control situations.

The Upset Prevention and Recovery Training (UPRT) requirements 

aim to better train pilots in order to face unexpected events, 

potentially leading to a loss of control. All European airlines and 

commercial business jet operators are required to implement the 

provisions by May 2016.

EASA, IATA Publish New Pilot 
Training Requirements to Prevent 
Loss of Control

Photo: Eurocontrol
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Latin America

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) urged the National 

Congress of Brazil to begin observing global best practices should 

it undertake an amendment of Brazil’s laws regarding air crew duty 

and flight time requirements.

IATA emphasized that duty and flight time, like other aviation-

related activities, should be aligned with the well-established 

provisions of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). 

ICAO provides global standards and guidance for the regulation of 

fatigue management based on scientific principles which ensure 

proper flight crew rest and optimal performance. In the cases 

where governments wish to intervene further, programs such as 

the Fatigue Risk Management System (FRMS), supported by Safety 

Management System (SMS) protocols maintain safety in an efficient 

operating framework. These programs are supported by IATA, ICAO 

and the International Federation of Air Line Pilots’ Associations.

“Safety is the number one priority of the airline industry. Current 

regulations regarding flight crew duty times are based on extensive 

research, industry experience and best practices. The changes 

being proposed will not improve safety, but will make Brazil less 

competitive on the global stage,” said Peter Cerda, IATA’s Regional 

Vice President for the Americas.

IATA Pushes for Global Best Practices 
in Brazil

Cascade Aerospace has officially delivered the 

modernized C-130K to the Mexican Air Force 

complete with Rockwell Collins’ Flight2 avionics. 

The delivery fulfil ls a 2013 Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) signed between the 

Canadian and Mexican governments for 

maintenance and modernization of the Mexican 

Air Force C-130K aircraft. Rockwell Collins was 

selected in 2014 to provide avionics for the 

aircraft.

The C-130K maintenance and modernization 

program, initiated in 2014, involved an upgrade 

of the avionics system, including a full glass 

cockpit with new primary flight displays, Required Navigation 

Performance (RNP)/Area Navigation (RNAV) flight management 

system, and digital engine instruments. 

Mexican Air Force Receives 
Avionics Upgraded C-130K

Cockpit of a 

Mexican C-130K. 

Photo: Rockwell 

Collins
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The Argentine Air Force (AAF) has selected 

Rockwell Collins’ Flight2 avionics system 

for its C-130 upgrade program. Work on 

the program began in late 2014 with prime 

contractor L-3 Platform Integration to install 

the equipment on five aircraft. The Rockwell 

Collins Flight2 avionics system will provide 

the Argentine Air Force C-130 aircraft with 

unrestricted access to global airspace by 

meeting Communication, Navigation and 

Surveillance (CNS)/Air Traffic Management 

(ATM) airspace requirements currently 

identified.

Included in the avionics upgrade is a full glass cockpit with 

new primary flight displays, and a Flight Management System 

(FMS) with High Altitude Release Point (HARP)/Computed Air 

Release Point (CARP) precision air drop software. Additional 

equipment includes an autopilot, communication and satcom 

radios. 

Rockwell Collins Wins Contract 
to Upgrade Argentine Air Force 
C-130s

Argentinian Air 

Force C-130. 

Wikipedia 

Commons.
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United States President Barack Obama joined Panama 

President Juan Carlos Varela Rodriguez to witness the 

largest commercial transaction to ever take place between 

a Panamanian and U.S.-based company. The agreement 

between Copa Airlines and Boeing draws up an order for 61 

737 MAX 8 and MAX 9 aircraft and is valued at $6.6 billion at 

current list prices. 

 Copa Airlines will use the airplanes to replace existing 

aircraft in their fleet. Copa will be the first airline in the region 

to operate the 737 MAX 9 on deep South American routes.

US and Panama Presidents 

Witness Historic Transaction

Embraer has released its first-quarter 2015 profits, posting 

a quarterly loss as business jet sales slowed and a stronger 

U.S. dollar heightened tax expenses. Embraer delivered 20 

commercial and 12 executive jets in the first quarter of the 

year, a 37 percent drop from the same period in 2014. 

Revenues from the company’s defense and security division 

also tumbled leaving the company with total revenues of 

more than $1 billion and a first-quarter net loss of $59 million.

Embraer Revenues Tumble in 

Q1 as Biz Jet Sales Slow

connectivity transformed

For more information, visit  aerospace.Honeywell.com.
© 2015 Honeywell International Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Being in light doesn’t mean being out of 
touch. Honeywell’s satellite-based systems 
provide aircraft of all sizes with reliable  
voice and high-speed data communications. 
As the premier hardware and bandwidth 
provider in aviation, Honeywell delivers 
seamless connectivity — enabling passenger 

productivity while enhancing light safety.
To learn more about how our technology is revolutionizing the travel 

experience, visit us online at aerospace.Honeywell.com/satcom.
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Africa & Middle East

As part of the UN body’s ongoing campaign to enhance the 

implementation of international aviation standards worldwide, the 

Council President of the International Civil Aviation Organization, 

Dr. Olumuyiwa Benard Aliu, recently visited the Africa/Indian 

Ocean (AFI) States of Madagascar and the Comoros to reaffirm 

his Organization’s commitment to help them more fully realize the 

benefits of safe and reliable international air services.

During his visit to the Comoros from 28 to 31 March, President 

Aliu met with the President of the Union of Comoros, His Excellency 

Dr. Ikililou Dhoinine, and senior government officials to review 

the progress made on the implementation of the ICAO Plan of 

Action for the Comoros and on the Abuja Safety Targets adopted 

by the African Ministerial Conference in 2012. Discussions also 

focused on ways and means of enhancing the State’s safety and 

security oversight capabilities and on ICAO’s full support for the 

‘Vanilla Island’ initiative promoting air transport and tourism in 

the AFI region.

ICAO Looks to Bring Standards to 
Africa/Indian Ocean States

Emirates is upgrading  the In-flight Entertainment 

(IFE) package on its fleet of Airbus A380s and 

Boeing 777s, adding newly redesigned headsets 

to the existing economy class ice entertainment 

system.

From the end of June, all Emirates A380 

aircraft will be equipped with new headsets, 

with plans to roll out the headsets on the Boeing 

777 fleet later in the year. The headsets have 

been redesigned with a view to improving sound 

quality and reduction of cabin noise. 

“We’ve always recognized that sound quality 

is vitally important in creating an enjoyable 

entertainment experience. This new design will lift the audio quality 

to a new level,” said  Patrick Brannelly – Divisional  Vice President, 

Customer Experience (IFE & Connectivity).

Emirates Upgrading Airbus A380, 
Boeing 777 IFE

Passengers using 

Emirates’ ice IFE 

system.  

Photo: Emirates
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Africa & Middle East

Qatar Executive – Qatar Airways’ business jet 

division – is growing its international footprint 

by targeting corporations and the fast-growing 

number of high-net-worth individuals in Asia, 

reinforcing its strategy to tap into global growth 

markets.

Asia, predominantly China, is widely regarded 

as one of the fastest growing markets for 

business jet services today. Driven by robust 

economic growth and increasing corporate 

profits, the use of business jets as a tool to 

enhance productiv ity and to support and 

facil itate corporate international growth is 

gradually increasing. 

Recently Qatar Executive made the announcement to purchase 

up to 20 Gulfstream aircraft, including the manufacturer’s all-new 

G500 and the G650ER – the latter being a highly sought-after 

aircraft in the Asian region and China.

Qatar Airways Sees Potential for 
Business Jet Services in Asia

Qatar Executive 

Global 5000 

Business Jet. Photo: 

Qatar Executive

Biman Bangladesh Airlines, the national flag carrier airl ine of 

Bangladesh signed an agreement with Smart Aviation of Cairo, 

Egypt for the lease of two Q400 NextGen turboprops.

While Biman’s main hub is located at Shahjalal International Airport 

in Dhaka, it also operates flights from its secondary hubs at Shah 

Amanat International Airport in Chittagong and Osmani International 

Airport in Sylhet. 

Biman Bangladesh Acquires Q400 
NextGen Turboprops from Egypt’s 
Smart Aviation

Tactical Communications Group (TCG) has begun deployment of 

data link hardware and software to support data link operational 

and training needs for Link 16 interoperability for the Royal Air 

Force of Oman (RAFO). 

Initially, RAFO has received TCG’s Ground Support System 

(GSS) with four tactical display workstations providing Tactical 

Situation Awareness, Target, Track, Point, Friendly Participating 

Unit emulation and message generation on a Link 16 network. 

Oman Begins Link 16 Interoperability 
Deployment
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North America

The FAA has selected Harris Corporation for an eight-year, single-

award Indefinite Delivery, Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract to 

design and implement a system that will disseminate real-time, 

comprehensive weather pictures to all aviation users across the 

National Airspace System (NAS). The contract has a potential 

value of $238 million.

When implemented, the Common Support Services-Weather (CSS-

Wx) program aims to help minimize flight delays and cancellations by 

providing additional weather data with increased accuracy to more 

aviation consumers, supporting real-time operational planning and 

decision-making. The Harris CSS-Wx system is scalable, with Open 

Geospatial Consortium standards for common weather formats, 

and geospatial- and temporal-based filtering methods to process 

meteorological data.

“About 70 percent of flight delays are caused by weather,” said Carl 

D’Alessandro, vice president and general manager of civil programs 

at Harris Government Communications Systems. “The enterprise-

wide, data-sharing design of the CSS-Wx solution will reduce these 

delays, saving the FAA and flying public precious time and money.”

Harris Wins FAA Contract to 
Distribute NAS-Wide Weather Data

United Airlines saw record first quarter profits 

in 2015 as net income came to $582 million, 

excluding $74 mill ion in special items. The 

airline saw a slight drop in the first quarter of 

2015 revenues, however, as total revenues 

came to $8.6 bil l ion, a 1 percent decrease 

from the same quarter last year.

“This quarter we reported a profit of nearly 

$600 mill ion, excluding special items, a $1 

bi l l ion improvement compared to the f irst 

quarter of 2014,” said Jeff Smisek, United’s 

chairman, president and CEO, noting that 

the airline would look to expand its In-Flight 

Entertainment (IFE) options, purchase new aircraft and modernize 

facilities going forward.

United Sees Successful Q1, 
Announces Fleet Refinement Plans

United sees a good 

Q1, looks to fleet 

renewal. 

Photo: United
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“As of today, Host is history,” FAA 

A d m i n i s t r a t o r  M i c h a e l  H u e r t a 

announced at a press conference 

regard ing the  ro l lou t  o f  the  new 

Air Traff ic Control  (ATC) En Route 

Automation Modernizat ion (ERAM) 

system held at the Washington Reagan 

National Airport in Arlington, Va. ERAM, 

which was contracted in 1990 to 

replace the agency’s antiquated Host 

system, has finally taken over at all 

20 ATC centers in the United States, 

enabling many of the NextGen air traffic 

modernization initiatives that the FAA 

is currently working to put in place.

Prior to now, the FAA and the National 

Air  Traff ic Control lers Associat ion 

(NATCA) have been working with controllers to toggle 

back and forth between the old and new systems as they 

gradually brought ERAM online. 

ERAM Finally Takes Over

Michael Huerta, 

FAA Administrator, 

at Ronald Reagan 

National Airport 

Rollout of ERAM. 

Photo: Avionics 

Magazine/Juliet Van 

Wagenen

North America
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Auburn University has received the nation’s first FAA 

approval to operate a new Unmanned Aircraft Systems 

(UAS) Flight School. The UAS school will operate as part 

of the existing Auburn University Aviation Center.

The FAA approval requires that operators of unmanned 

aircraft pass a written exam and a flying test, both of which 

Auburn will administer, to ensure the students have an 

understanding of how to safely operate the UAS.

Auburn University Nation’s 
First UAS Flight School

North America

The U.S. Air Force has awarded Lockheed Martin a contract 

valued at more than $80 million for C-130 aircrew and 

maintenance training. 

Under the C-130J Maintenance and Aircrew Training 

System (MATS) II contract, Lockheed Martin will deliver 

a number of aircrew and maintainer devices to support 

ground-based training, including high fidelity weapons 

systems trainers, part-task trainers and training aids.

US Air Force Grants Lockheed 
Martin $80 Million C-130 
Contract

October 14-15, 2015  |  Hilton, Washington Dulles

Now that the FAA is completing the foundational aspects of NextGen, the agency is working 

with the aviation industry to deploy more immediate benefi ts and capabilities produced by Air 

Traffi c Management modernization for commercial and charter airlines and the fl ying public. 

Avionics for NextGen 2015 will bring together key industry stakeholders, including airlines, 

pilots, air traffi c controllers and avionics manufacturers, to discuss their experiences, challenges 

and solutions with the implementation of these new technologies.

Secure an Advance registration by July 31st and save up to $100.

www.avionicsfornextgen.com
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Massimo Garbini, 

managing director for 

the SESAR Deployment 

Manager. Photo: SESAR 

Deployment Manager.
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S
ince the introduction of the Single European Sky (SES) program, 

the European Commission has appointed a Single European 

Sky  Air Traffic Management (ATM) Research (SESAR) deploy-

ment manager, several mandates have been re-scheduled, and 

while the program has shifted into the Deployment phase, there will be 

several challenges ahead.

SESAR’s Release 5, the fifth in a series of releases defining its future air 

transportation system concept of operations, lists six key features that 

capture the operational improvements and technical enablers required 

to modernize the European air traffic system. These include traffic syn-

chronization, airport integration and throughput, moving from airspace 

by Woodrow Bellamy III

The Single European Sky project has featured major changes over the 
last year. Perspectives from major players around the industry provide 
an in-depth look at this herculean effort to bring the technologically 
progressed air transportation system that the Eurozone needs to 
manage the existing and projected growth in air travel.

SINGLE
EUROPEAN SKY: 
SHIFTING INTO DEPLOYMENT
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to 4-D trajectory management, network collaborative 

management, conflict management and automation, 

as well as implementation of System Wide Information 

Management (SWIM). 

“SESAR validation activities have already started for 

the solutions featured in Release 5 and will run over 

the course of 2015 and 2016,” says Michael Standar, 

chief of strategies and external relations at SESAR Joint 

Undertaking (SESAR-JU). “During these two years, the 

solutions will undergo thorough assessments to estab-

lish their readiness for industrialization and subsequent 

deployment. Many of these solutions are part of the 

first package of ATM functionalities for synchronized 

deployment in the short-to-medium term across Europe 

(2015 to 2020), as part of the EU’s Pilot Common Proj-

ect. Some noteworthy solutions include the introduction 

of free routing for cross-border and complex airspace 

to reduce leg distances compared to fixed route net-

works, the integration of the Extended Flight Plan into 

the Network Planning system to improve flight predict-

ability, and more dynamic civil-military airspace man-

agement to increase airspace capacity.”

Mandates

Due to spectrum limitations and other technical infra-

structure and communication challenges, the Europe-

an Commission (EC) has decided to delay its original 

requirement for aircraft Controller to Pilot Data Link 

Communications (CPDLC) equipage by five years, from 

February 2015 to February 2020. One of the leading 

reasons for this was that the ground stations were not 

properly receiving the approved messaging sets sent 

from onboard Flight Management Systems (FMS) via 

Very High Frequency (VHF) Data Link (VDL) Mode 2 to 

Air Traffic Controllers (ATCs). 

“The European Commission was in charge of the 

implementation process and it called on [the Europe-

an Aviation Safety Administration] EASA to review the 

challenges that this implementation has encountered. 

Eurocontrol has contributed to this review using the 

data collected by the datalink central reporting office,” 

says Philippe Merlo, director of ATM at Eurocontrol. 

“In this review, EASA has rightly highlighted the need 

for the deployment of a multi-frequency infrastructure, 

something that was recommended by Eurocontrol sev-

eral years ago. In addition, some of the other issues 

highlighted in the review are already being addressed 

With the SESAR deployment manager and the 
SESAR Joint Undertaking together within the SESAR 
project, the European Union has now all the blocks 
necessary to build the ATM system that it needs 
to increase performance and sustainability of its 
aviation sector.

— Massimo Garbini, SESAR Deployment Manager
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by equipment manufacturers. We recognize the impor-

tance of CPDLC and have included it in a number of 

the new Centralized Services (CS) that are being put in 

place. CS7.1 will monitor the performance of CPDLC, 

CS9.1 addresses the infrastructure required and CS9.2 

will provide a CPDLC service where this is not already 

available.”

Pending any changes, the other equipage mandates 

with direct impact on operators flying in Europe and 

between Europe and the United States remain the same. 

The EC’s requirement for operators to retrofit their air-

craft with Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance Systems 

(TCAS) II 7.1 remains firm for December 2015. With 

Change 7.1, the EASA estimates that mid-air collision 

risk decreases by a factor of four. Europe has also 

pushed its ADS-B Out to DO-260B retrofit require-

ment to 2020 to align with the FAA’s deadline under 

the NextGen airspace modernization program in the 

United States. 

2015-2016 Deployment

The Pilot Common Project is now entering the deploy-

ment phase of the six ATM functionalities mentioned 

above. Going forward, the new European Commis-

sion appointed SESAR deployment manager has been 

formed, which will coordinate the initial deployment of 

the ground infrastructure, automation platforms, air-

space redesign and surveillance and communication 

enhancements that will deliver the integrated airspace.

“The deployment program is not just another plan,” 

says Massimo Garbini, managing director for the SESAR 

deployment manager. “With the SESAR deployment 

manager and the SESAR Joint Undertaking together 

within the SESAR project, the European Union has now 

all the blocks necessary to build the ATM system that 

it needs to increase performance and sustainability of 

its aviation sector. Currently, the SESAR deployment 

manager is developing the first full deployment program 

including an overall project view on how to implement 

A map, illustrating the operational improvements foreseen by SESAR JU with 

deployment of the Single European Sky airspace modernization initiative. 

Photo: SESAR JU.
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all Pilot Common Projects.”

Release 5 features 33 Potential SESAR Solutions that 

will be tested through 38 different flight demonstra-

tion exercises that are grouped within 13 operational 

change categories. 

Research and Development

Airbus, Boeing, Honeywell and Thales, are among those 

carrying out flight demonstration activities and onboard 

aircraft research and development activities that will 

lead to actionable flight operational improvements in 

the form of fuel savings and a reduction in the environ-

mental impact of aircraft over European skies. 

“Airbus brings its airborne operational and technical 

expertise to focus efforts on the definition and valida-

tion of concepts that require the interaction between 

air and ground operators and systems,” said Patrick 

Lelièvre, head of ATM development and SESAR aircraft 

WP leader at Airbus. “Besides ATM demonstration activi-

ties, flight tests are used to validate ATM concepts and 

supporting airborne functions in the core program. The 

main focus in 2015-2016 will be on Initial 4-D, [Airborne 

Separation Assistance System] ASAS-spacing, surface 

operations, and enhanced approach procedures with 

a potential global flight test in Italy early 2016.”

Thales is providing both onboard avionics to support 
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trajectory-based operations to aid in project-

ing flight trajectories and arrivals with more 

accuracy as well as on the ATM side.  “Thales 

has indeed participated in January/February 

2015 in the VP708 exercise in Rome com-

bining [initial 4D] i4D and ASAS [Sequencing 

and Merging] S&M functions in the FMS,” said 

Luc Lallouette, program management office 

SESAR director at Thales. “The validation 

report is currently in progress. The i4D flight 

trials have confirmed the confidence Thales 

has in the i4D developments, revealing no 

particular issue in the transition from a fully 

simulated environment to real flight condi-

tions. I4D technical standards are now quite 

mature and can support an initial deployment, 

however it is recognized that further work is 

needed on the ground side to fully exploit 

the i4D trajectory exchange capabilities in 

the context of trajectory-based operations 

and to extend the use of [Controlled Time of 

Arrival] CTA procedures to high-traffic density 

environments.”

In the United States., Boeing is performing 

ongoing tests with its 787 ecoDemonstrator 

aircraft, flight testing CAT III GLS capabili-

ties so that these new approach procedures 

can be used operationally to help reduce air-

craft noise and track miles during the landing 

phase of flight.

EGNOS Enablement

The European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) 

is the pan-European satellite navigation system, which augments the 

U.S. GPS satellite navigation system to make it suitable for safety-criti-

cal applications pertaining to aircraft flight operations. American civil 

aviation experts will recognize EGNOS as the European version of 

Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS), which provides augmenta-

tion information to onboard GPS receivers to enhance the accuracy of 

the aircraft’s position. The European Global Navigation Satellite Sys-

tems Agency (GSA) is working with SESAR JU to aid in the facilitation 

of EGNOS to harmonize Performance Based Navigation (PBN) imple-

mentation throughout Europe. “EGNOS is a reliable and robust source 

of position, time and velocity that can be used for navigation in all 

phases of flight, for surveillance improving the availability required for 

ADS-B and even for future data link communications systems,” says Gian 

Gherado Calini, head of market development at the GSA. “Any avionics 

certified equipment, stand-alone or integrated, meeting the applicable 

Technical Standard Orders E/TSO-C145: Airborne Navigation Sen-

sors using the GPS augmented by SBAS or E/TSO-C146: Stand-Alone 

Airborne Navigation Equipment using the Global Positioning System 

(GPS) augmented by SBAS can be used to fly on EGNOS-enabled pro-

cedures. According to Calini, today there are 181 LPV procedures in 

use at more than 116 airports across Europe, and there are more than 

500 procedures planned for implementation by 2018. 

 Chris Benich, vice president of government relations at Honeywell 

Aerospace says, “Europe is adopting and implementing essentially the 

same capabilities and in the case of what we would call WAAS here 

in the United States. You have EGNOS in Europe and these LPV pro-

cedures that are flying precision lateral and vertical GPS profiles, 

they’re implementing those in Europe as well.” 
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“Category III [Global Navigation Satellite System] 

GNSS Landing System (Cat III GLS) capability was 

tested as a step toward validation of industry stan-

dards,” said Jeanne Yu, environmental director at Boe-

ing Commercial Airplanes. 

“New procedures were also tested on the 787 eco-

Demonstrator that combined new and existing technolo-

gies. For example, Required Navigational Performance 

(RNP) procedure to a GLS short final was demonstrated 

to show the reduction of track miles and community 

noise. Also, varying the GLS glideslope on final approach 

and final touch down points were demonstrated to show 

the operational flexibility of satellite landing systems to 

improve airport operations. Boeing is in the process of 

analyzing the flight test data to produce fuel, emission, 

and noise benefits of such procedures.”

All of these flight demonstration activities will be 

researched, analyzed and put into real time usage 

throughout the Eurozone. NetJets Europe is also leading 

an exciting project that will perform 200 total demon-

stration flights through the end of 2016 to validate the 

ability of augmented vision and satellite-based naviga-

tion technologies.. 

“We’re mainly focused on addressing poor weather 

conditions at airports throughout Europe,” said Jean-

Phillippe Ramu, SESAR project manager at NetJets 

Europe. “The technology that can demonstrate this 

at small airports is the [Satellite-Based Augmentation 

System Localizer Performance with Vertical Guidance] 

SBAS LPV. That can bring precision approaches at 

almost all small airports. We try to demonstrate the 

SBAS LPV supported by identifying technologies will 

enable equivalent CAT II and equivalent CAT III opera-

tions at small airports. We’re bringing technologies at 

reasonable costs for the small and regional airports 

that enables [pilots] to do low visibility or poor visibility 

conditions at those small and regional airports.” 

“Inefficient final approach spacing is the single most 

constraining factor to runway capacity. By dynamically 

calculating aircraft separations, intelligent approach 

safely reduces separation minima during certain wind 

conditions based on live wind data,” says Mark Cooper, 

transport managing director at Lockheed Martin U.K. 

“Over 150,000 flights were analyzed to understand the 

behavior of aircraft wake vortices in strong headwinds. 

European aviation stakeholders at the SESAR Deployment Man-

ager Welcome Event. Photo: SESAR Deployment Manager.
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The results confirm the theory that wake vortices dissi-

pate more quickly in strong headwind conditions. This 

means that the distance between certain aircraft can 

be reduced and the time between landings can be kept 

similar to those arriving in light headwinds. Intelligent 

approach enables airports to minimize the impact of 

strong headwinds on landing rates, thereby reducing 

delays and cancellations.”

Of course, no mention of Single European Sky deploy-

ment activities would be complete without acknowledg-

ing the Functional Airspace Blocks (FAB) initiative, which 

looks to de-fragment the Eurozone airspace by reduc-

ing the number of individually state run national ATC 

centers from 29 to nine. This will eliminate time wasted 

between flights as the fragmentation transfers pilots 

to different national ATC centers, constantly changing 

flight profiles based on procedures and instructions 

from each center. The most recent advancement around 

the FAB initiative has been a signing of a Memorandum 

of Understanding (MOU) between Aireon and the Air 

Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) that comprise 

the Blue Med FAB, which features Mediterranean air-

space over the countries of Cyprus, Greece, Italy and 

Malta. That agreement will allow the Blue Med ANSPs 

to collectively research Aireon’s space-based ADS-B 

surveillance to manage traffic in that FAB. Currently, 

however, there is no agreement regarding how European 

air traffic control will be managed across all nine . 

Woodrow Bellamy III 

is the community 

editor for Avionics 

Magazine.
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EFBs: 
FINDING THE SWEET SPOT
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by Charlotte Adams

Electronic Flight Bags, now 
ubiquitous on the fl ight deck, 
range from low-cost, glorifi ed 
e-readers to certifi ed avionics 
systems. It’s a time of great 
innovation as users and 
providers seek the best way 
forward while making the 
most of what they have.

E
lectronic Flight Bags (EFBs) have gone from a luxury 

to a must-have in the cockpit. According to a study 

conducted by commercial aviation consulting agency 

AirInsight last year, more than 80 percent of 57 air-

lines surveyed have deployed EFBs, with satisfaction rates 

ranging from 86 to 94 percent.

Avionics Magazine conducted its own survey of about 250 

readers employed in the commercial, corporate, military and 

general aviation sectors. More than 60 percent said they 

use or would use EFBs because the equipment will increase 

safety and situational awareness. More than one third of 

respondents cited easier routing, rerouting and time-saving 

qualities, while almost half pointed to the reduced aircraft 

weight that EFBs allow. 

American Airlines, which got the nod to fly iPad-based, 

Class 1 EFBs in all phases of flight back in 2012, estimated 

fleet-wide savings of at least 400,000 gallons of fuel and 

$1.2 million in funds annually, based on fuel prices at the 

time. Class 1 EFBs are unconnected to the avionics systems; 
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Class 2 EFBs may connect to the avionics systems but 

are removable from the cockpit; and Class 3 EFBs are 

fixed systems that can run flight-critical applications. 

These hardware class distinctions are fading, however, 

in favor of portable versus installed categories.

Market Drivers

Driving the rapid expansion of the market are EFBs’ 

affordability and connectivity. Many airlines use porta-

ble devices such as iPads or Microsoft tablets as EFB 

displays. Jeppesen, an EFB software company that is 

now part of Boeing Digital Aviation, is “very bullish on 

tablets,” says Rick Ellerbrock, director of strategy for 

Jeppesen. “Tablets have become the cornerstone for 

most airline EFB programs.” 

Market dynamics are fluid, however. Avionics Support 

Group (ASG), a Miami-based company known for 

its EFB tablet mounts, sees Class 3 as the ultimate 

destination for airlines. As a designated airworthiness 

representative, ASG vice president Hugo Fortes inspects 

EFB installations, and most inspections are for tablets. 

“That’s where the volume is. Everybody is trying to 

achieve fixed mounts on the airplanes” for basic iPads 

with Jeppesen charts, Fortes says. But tablets will be 

phased out in the long run, he predicts, as advanced 

Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-

B) applications become attractive.

Indeed, some large carriers are already moving away 

from tablets back to installed EFB equipment, says 

Jean-Marie Begis, director of EFB products for Esterline 

CMC Electronics in Montreal, a company that makes 

Class 2 and Class 3 EFBs. This may reflect logistics, 

maintainability and suitability issues with managing 

thousands of the devices in heavy operation, he says. 

“Some airlines may have figured out they need to have 

four or six tablets reliably updated in the airplane every 

day” in case they have issues with some of them, Begis 

notes.

Mobile devices unconnected to the avionics can 

display manuals and static charts and make preflight 

calculations. But these devices also are starting to 

tap into cabin broadband services in order to extend 

their utility (see sidebar). If an airline is willing to pay to 

connect tablets with the avionics systems — typically 

through a function known as an Aircraft Interface Device 

(AID) — the units can receive data from aircraft systems 

American Airlines replaces more than 35lbs of reference material and manuals that pilots 

often carried with EFBs. Photo: American Airlines.
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and access cockpit data links in flight. This enables 

applications such e-logbooks to downlink data while 

the aircraft is aloft. 

EFB maker UTC Aerospace Systems (UTAS), is seeing 

a lot of interest in satcom connectivity, especially for 

automatic position reporting for flights over water, says 

Bill Baumgarten, business development manager at 

UTAS. Weather updates over water are another reason 

for a satellite connection. The very small data packages 

can be displayed on a map.

Once  tab le t s  a re 

c o n n e c t e d  t o  t h e 

av ion ics ,  they  a lso 

can display airplane 

posit ion updates on 

charts during taxi to 

increase pilot situational 

a w a r e n e s s ,  t a x i 

efficiency and runway 

safety, according to Ellerbrock. If customers are willing 

to spend more, they can add servers to back up tablet 

data, store applications, add new applications, and pass 

aircraft information to the tablets through an AID function. 

The servers also may offer certified partitioning operating 

systems than can run vanilla and flight-critical applications 

at the same time, offering a growth path to high-end 

EFBs. Servers are included in the latest offerings from 

Astronautics Corporation of America, UTC Aerospace, 

and Esterline CMC Electronics, and are planned at Thales. 

The final step would be for an airline to swap its iPads or 

tablets for permanently installed, certified EFB hardware 

Some airlines may have figured 
out they need to have four or six 
tablets reliably updated in the 
airplane every day.

— Jean-Marie Begis, Esterline CMC 
Electronics
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that would allow them to reap the advantages 

of now-evolving ADS-B applications. These 

so-called Class 3 systems, though pricey, 

are still a bargain, compared to the cost of 

upgrading the traditional flight displays. 

But there’s still a lot to be said for Class 2 

EFBs even in the ADS-B era, CMC’s Begis says. 

These systems can function as supplemental 

adv isory awareness tools in the ADS-B 

information domain, he says. Begis anticipates 

traff ic management and scenario-based, 

strategic f l ight-planning decision-making 

applications using ADS-B data. What-if flight 

planning applications are already being used 

in earlier configurations of the company’s EFB 

products, where processors embedded in the 

displays do the necessary calculations.

Glide Path to Avionics

The challenge for buyers is to find the sweet spot 

— what works best now but won’t limit growth. For 

this reason, in the tablet era, Class 2 and Class 3 

EFB manufacturers are transforming themselves 

into one-stop-shops where airlines can gradual-

ly transition from document browsing to running 

flight-critical applications. 

Astronautics stresses the flexibility of its new 

Nexis solution, composed of a display and 

electronics unit or server. According to company 

literature, Nexis can support everything from 

document and chart display to an en-route 
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Tapping Passenger Domain

Jeppesen sees the “emerging use of partitioned, secure onboard 

Wi-Fi to the cockpit” via cabin connectivity systems, such as Gogo 

and Global Eagle Entertainment, according to Rick Ellerbrock, direc-

tor of strategy for the Boeing unit. If an airline has already paid for 

these broadband cabin data pipes, the passenger services could allow 

otherwise limited tablets and iPads access to content such as weather 

and dispatch-generated route updates. Without access to broadband 

wireless, Class 1 devices are mainly e-readers and preflight calcula-

tors, says Murray Skelton, business development director for e-opera-

tions with Teledyne Controls.

FAA policy requires that the aircraft systems such as Gogo incorpo-

rate an interface protection device to ensure that data connection has 

no adverse effects on aircraft systems. EFB applications can connect to 

Gogo if the operator addresses cybersecurity concerns to the satisfac-

tion of FAA inspectors. In fact, some certificated operators are already 

using Gogo to provide information to EFB applications. Some opera-

tors, for example, are able to download weather updates to supple-

ment their preflight planning products. 

Gogo is aware of the potential of its pipes to expand crew commu-

nications. The company recently announced its Crew Connect service, 

which will allow flight crews to communicate by voice or text messag-

ing with each other or with ground crews while in flight. This will be 

available on Android, Apple and Microsoft devices, the company says.

There is also interest in tapping into cabin satcom. Crew satcom is 

currently very narrow-bandwidth to enable voice and other very low-

bandwidth data such as ACARS, Skelton explains. “Broadband sat-

com provision for the flight deck is unusual,” he says. But there would 

have to be very secure firewalls between the passenger domain and 

the EFB, Skelton adds. You could use multiple firewalls facing each 

other or firewalls that continually monitor each other. Teledyne is 

one of several providers of aviation-grade firewalls.
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m o v i n g  m a p  w i t h 

dynamic  own-sh ip 

position, to advanced 

applications such as 

merging and spacing, 

in-trail procedures and 

a Cockpit Display of 

Tra f f ic  In format ion 

( C D T I )  a s s i s t e d 

v i sua l  sepa ra t i on . 

Customers can start 

with tablets and grow 

their way to embedded 

avionics multifunction displays. Astronautics’ Nexis is 

launching with Virgin America’s A320 fleet as a Class 3 

EFB system and can be installed as a Class 2 system, 

as well.          

UTC Aerospace also stresses flexibility. Its solution 

ranges from tablet connectivity to purpose-built EFBs 

that combine computing and display in a single unit. 

United and US Airways use the company’s G500 

SmartDisplay EFBs in a Class 3 configuration. When 

ADS-B becomes mandatory and ADS-B In applications 

become desirable, customers can transition to the 

company’s purpose-built Class 3 EFBs, Baumgarten 

says.

These companies offer or plan to offer data connectivity 

between tablets and the avionics systems. UTC 

Aerospace’s newest suite of EFB products includes a 

Tablet Interface Module (TIM) and an aircraft interface 

device. A mobile device talks to the TIM over a wired 

USB connection or wirelessly via Bluetooth, with USB 

providing both data and power. Typically 

there is one TIM per pilot, and both of 

them connect to the AID, which ties them 

into the aircraft systems. Avionics data 

flows back to the tablets in either wired or 

wireless fashion. “[AID] provides isolation 

and protection between these mobile or 

untrusted devices and aircraft systems,” 

Baumgarten says. 

CMC’s  new 12 .1 - i nch-d iagona l 

Pi lotView EFB system with Aircraft 

Information Server (AIS) also interfaces to 

the avionics systems and accommodates 

the use of tablets via wired and wireless 

(Wi-Fi) links. The new EFB system has 

been adopted as a factory option for 

Bombardier’s new CSeries regional 

aviation platform. 

Astronautics’ new Nexis server system 

also allows connection for consumer-

grade electronics devices. Later this 

year the company plans to provide an 

interface device meeting airworthiness 

standards to connect portable devices 

either wirelessly or via wires. These 

tablets or portable devices would then 

be considered Class 2 EFBs, says Jason 

Shuler, manager of airborne servers and 

computing at Nexis. 

Servers

All three manufacturers feature at least 
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one solution that includes a server, allowing systems to 

store aviation data, serve applications and accommo-

date growth. Astronautics’ Nexis server is key to its new 

offering. The company has developed its own version 

of the Linux operating system with all artifacts, testing 

and design considerations specified in DO-178B for 

design assurance Level C, Shuler, explains. The sys-

tem provides a partitioning mechanism that allows for 

uncertified (Type A and B) applications while ensuring 

the safe and guaranteed operation of navigation-type, 

flight-critical (Type C) applications, he says. The server 

also includes AID functionality.

UTC Aerospace Systems’ AID box is also a server with 

mass storage that can support multiple data loading 

applications, for example. CMC’s Aircraft Information 

Server will provide networking, communications and 

application support, Begis says, noting that it can 

manage high-speed data link and Ethernet connectivity 

in a secure manner.

Rugged Tablets

Thales’ TopWings EFB includes a ruggedized Thales 

Pad, based on a Microsoft Windows 8 tablet. Thales 

has solved glare and reflectivity issues and has added 

hard buttons to the device. The company also has 

added connectivity features such as Wi-Fi, 3G/4G data, 

USB and Ethernet, says Pierre-Yvan Pecunia, TopWings 

marketing director.

TopWings’ basic hardware configuration includes two 

tablets and docking stations that also provide power. The 

company plans to add an AID function later in 2015 that 

will connect the pads to the avionics through the docking 

stations. Wi-Fi connectivity from the tablet to the AID box 

is planned for 2016. The company also plans to upgrade 

the AID with on-board server functions. 

Thales identifies three categories of EFB software: 

e-documentation applications, which would include 

e-readers for aircraft manuals in PDF or XML formats; 

e-mission applications, such as e-logbook; and e-vision 

applications related to pilot situational awareness, such 

as live e-weather updates and airport moving maps. 

EFB Infrastructure

Teledyne Controls, a long-time EFB player, now focuses 

on the associated aircraft/ground infrastructure. For 

the last six or seven years, it has produced a Wireless 

GroundLink box with the primary function of collect-

ing flight data for Flight Operations Quality Assurance 

(FOQA) purposes, explains Murray Skelton, business 

development director for e-operations at Teledyne Con-

trols.

In the last few years, Teledyne has upgraded the box 

to the GroundLink Comm+ configuration. A software 

upgrade also allows the GroundLink Comm+ to function 

as an AID, supporting devices such as EFBs. GroundLink 

Comm+ customers, who are also using the AID and EFB 

software, including TUIFly, Germanwings and Austrian 

Airways. Some 7,000 airplanes are currently flying with 

the FOQA boxes.

The GroundLink Comm+ is factory-installed with an 

interface to the 717 Flight Data Recorder (FDR) bus. If 

customers need the data at a faster rate or want ACARS 

or printer services connectivity, they would select 429 

bus, flight deck printer and Aircraft Communications 

Addressing and Reporting Systems (ACARS) wiring 

kits, which would be installed as retrofits. 

Charlotte Adams 

has written about 

aerospace and 

defense systems, 

operations and main-

tenance issues for 30 

years. She is a con-

tributor to Avionics, 

Aviation Maintenance 

and other industry 

publications and can 

be reached at cburto-

nadams@yahoo.com. 
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THE 
CONNECTIVITY  
PLAY IN FUTURE US 

NEXTGEN STRATEGY

A
s  N e x t G e n  m o v e s 

forward to modernize 

the current Air Traffic 

Control (ATC) system 

in the United States, connectivity 

is at its core, according to Mel 

Davis,  the nat ional  NextGen 

representative at the National Air 

Traffic Controller’s Association. 

“Connectivity allows us to take 

all of the information and make it 

available at all times to decision-

makers who desire access to 

said information. That really is 

the fundamenta l  essence of 

NextGen,” he says.

I n d e e d ,  t h r o u g h  t h e 

by Juliet Van Wagenen

The FAA’s NextGen air traffi c 
modernization initiatives hinge 
on Internet connectivity and some 
companies are beginning to 
look ahead to what connectivity 
can offer the National Airspace 
System as System Wide 
Information Management (SWIM) 
and take communications, 
operational effi ciency and 
decision-making to the next level.
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infrastructure the FAA has put in place to support 

enhanced communication, companies such as Exelis, 

ICG Aero and SITA are already making use of connectivity 

to improve overall operational efficiency and bolster 

communications both on the airport’s surface and in 

flight. But as Internet connectivity in the cockpit moves 

from its infancy into maturity, companies, controllers, 

pilots, and everyone in the aviation ecosystem is 

already looking to how connectivity can revolutionize 

communications past the near-term and offer fast, 

reliable, secure enhancements to decision-makers in 

the NAS far into the future.

Data Comm

When i t  comes  to  i n - f l i gh t  commun ica t ions , 

connectivity is already leaving its mark in the cockpit 

as communications transition from voice radio VHF 

communications to Data Communications (Data Comm). 

One of the companies making this possible is SITA which, 

alongside Harris, struck a contract in 2012 with the FAA 

to enable Controller Pilot Data Link Communications 

(CPDLC) within the Future Air Navigation System (FANS) 

version 1/A. ATC communications have relied on the 

relatively slow and inefficient Aircraft Communications 

Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS) for the 

last 40 years, but with air traffic steadily increasing, 

the FAA is turning to Data Comm, such as CPDLC, 

to help ATCs and pilots al ike communicate more 

efficiently through a text-message-like system built into 

the Flight Management System (FMS) in the cockpit. 

These connectivity-enabled systems will rely on SITA’s 

network, which previously provided communication to 

strictly ATC and is designed to deliver safety-critical 

applications securely and reliably to the aircraft.

“The basic advantage of data link is that it can take 

over very routine communications such as instructions 

to change voice radio frequencies between sectors, 

which allows controllers and pilots to concentrate on 

managing airspace and flying the aircraft,” says Philip 

Clinch, vice president of aircraft services at SITA. “The 

other benefit of data link is that, compared to voice 

radio, it reduces by an order of magnitude the risk of 

misunderstanding. Even between controllers and pilots 

with the same native language, studies show that pilots, 

like all humans, are subject to the human brain being 

good at detecting big differences but bad at detecting 

small changes from standard instructions.”

Eventually, data link will allow for the move to more 

complex four-dimensional (4-D) trajectories that will 

enable the transmission of instructions directly to the 

FMS on the aircraft and relay instructions for the location 

of the aircraft in both space and time. “To be able to 

The key is data is available from the ADS-B program 
today and certainly with the movement toward more 
mobile applications being required for day-to-day 
business, we see that everything is based on Internet 
connectivity. That’s where things are going. It’s much 
easier to maintain, it’s greener and it’s easier.

— Ted Carniol, Exelis
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tell the aircraft where to be in enough detail for 4-D 

trajectory requires sending quite a lot of information to 

the aircraft. Sending that through voice radio would just 

take too long and be too complicated,” says Clinch.

As airlines, such as Fed Ex and American Airlines, 

begin trialing the technology within the U.S., adoption 

is slow but steady, and Clinch expects it will pick up 

drastically within the next few years.

“The FAA ATC system modernization moves slowly, 

but once it starts moving it creates a tidal wave, and 

for NextGen Data Comm that tidal wave is the addition 

of CPDLC to the Lockheed Martin provided En-Route 

Automation Modernization (ERAM) System,” says 

Clinch, referring to the planned update of the current 

ATC host computer that is designed to allow faster 

processing of route request and in-flight route changes. 

“When that upgrade, planned for 2019, gives domestic 

controllers access to en-route CPDLC, it will probably 

be the biggest change to the way they work since the 

introduction of radar.”

Surface Communications

While connectivity is upping the game for aircraft 

during flight, it’s changing the landscape for surface 

communications as well. Looking to the near future, the 

FAA is currently in the process of implementing System 

The most important thing we build is trust

Cobham AvComm (formerly Aeroflex)

www.cobham.com   ats.aeroflex.com  

Keeping You Flying into the Future With a state-of-the-art software defined 
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for engineering development, design 

validation, manufacturing and return-

to-service testing. Driven by the FAA’s 

NextGen requirements, the RGS-2000NG 

is designed to simulate ADS-B targets 

simultaneously with TCAS operation and 

supports testing for the following RTCA 
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Wide Information Management (SWIM), which makes 

use of the Federal Telecommunications Infrastructure 

(FTI) to allow for airports to share safety-critical data as 

a tool for flight management operations and, as such, 

increase interoperability. With the agency reporting 

that the program is 60 percent complete, it’s likely the 

program could be up and running sometime in 2016.

“The surface of the airport has generally been defined 

as kind of a black hole,” says NATCA’s Davis. “Collectively, 

from amongst the many different stakeholders in the 

system, the only person who really knew what was 

going on, on the surface, was the ground controller 

within that particular air traffic control tower.”

SWIM aims to eliminate that black hole for the rest of 

the stakeholders in the airport, including airline CEO’s, 

ATCs, vehicles on the runway, and others, to enhance 

data sharing and situational awareness in the aviation 

ecosystem. 

“What SWIM does is come along and take the huge 

value being presented to that one ground controller 

for safety, and allow everyone else — within security 

limits, of course — to have access to it. That’s where 

connectivity comes into play, it blows the doors off 

of common situational awareness,” says Davis, who 

describes the system as connecting the network of 

different nodes throughout the airport to provide one 

complete “picture” of operations. 

Currently, the SWIM network allows stakeholders to 

access data such as Notices to Airmen (NOTAMS), pilot 

reports, weather, and surface movement radar, with 

access to traffic flow and aircraft metering information in 

the works this year. Controllers at the Southern California 

Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON) are already 

making use of SWIM to coordinate more efficiently with 

airport towers through access to information from the 

Airport Surface Detection Equipment – ModelX (ASDE-X) 

radar and surveillance system.

“In the Southern California TRACON we set up the 

network and ground radars at San Diego, Orange 

County, John Wayne and LAX airports and were able 

to leverage that SWIM architecture to provide radar 

controllers with a picture of the runways they are 

SEA historical flight tracks can be analyzed in 3-D in the Exelis EnvironmentalVue Sys-

tem (Arrival Tracks in Red, Departure Tracks in Blue). Photo: Exelis.
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servicing,” said Davis.

Once a nation-wide, fused SWIM network becomes 

avai lable, al l  data col lected for weather, ground 

operations and beyond, can be accessed with a few 

clicks of a button, according to Davis. But with that 

comes its own set of problems when deciding where to 

distribute extra capacity that may arise from the system.

“Now, we can all look at the same picture, but we 

have to decide how we want to influence it,” he says.

As SWIM takes its first steps at Southern California’s 

TRACON, companies such as Exelis are already making 

use of NextGen data in surface communications to 

enhance operations at airports through access to Internet 

connectivity. The Exelis Symphony Suite is an integrated 

platform for airports that provides airline and airport 

operators, alongside Air Navigation Service Providers 

(ANSPs), with products that assist in the proactive 

management of everything from surface operations, 

revenue and billing, environmental compliance, fleet 

and asset tracking for airlines, and overall traffic flow 

monitoring, according to Ted Carniol, general manager 

of commercial aviation services at Exelis.

“The key to all this is the underlying data: our Exelis 

NextGen data set,” says Carniol. “The key to providing 

all these applications is the connectivity we have with 

every available surveillance source; for the U.S. it’s 

every available surveillance source in the NAS. We 

have direct connectivity to every en-route radar, every 

terminal radar, all 35 ASDE-X surface surveillance sites, 

the [Airport Surface Surveillance Capability] ASSC, as 

well as our own [Automatic Dependent Surveillance-

Broadcast] ADS-B network.”

Exelis then takes all of the data collected from these 

sources and fuses it together with a live connection to 

Got LPV?
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the FAA’s host system for flight information and comes 

up with one track for every aircraft in the United States, 

both with or without tail numbers. Access to data can 

then allow a complete picture of operations to allow 

more collaborative decision making for operations such 

as aircraft noise monitoring, flight and runway vehicle 

tracking, de-icing operations, etcetera.

Exelis is able to access and use this information through 

a $1.8 billion contract it won from the FAA in 2007 to 

manage the foundation of NextGen. Under the terms of 

the contract, Exelis was required to design, deploy and 

operate a nationwide ADS-B ground infrastructure as well 

as Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Re-broadcast 

(ADS-R) and Traffic Information System – Broadcast 

(TIS-B) services. By gathering the information from these 

resources, Exelis has access to a complete picture of 

the NAS that allows the company to leverage the FAA’s 

investment in NextGen today, instead of sometime in 

the next few years.

AeroMACS

Flying under the radar is the Aeronautical Mobile Airport 

Communications System (AeroMACS), which is taking 

steps forward to provide a wireless, broadband network 

to services on the airport’s surface. AeroMACS is being 

positioned as the first NextGen Data Comm system that 

will enable Aircraft Access to SWIM (AATS), weather in 

the cockpit, and a whole host of other Airport Terminal 

Services (ATS) and Airline Operational Control (AOC) 

applications, once the network is implemented and 

avionics are developed, which shouldn’t be too far into 

the future.  

The system fits in with current FAA initiatives under 

the NextGen Priorities Joint Implementation Plan, which 

identifies the four highest priority capabilities that the 

FAA’s NextGen Office developed in collaboration with 

the aviation industry.

“One of these priorities calls for ‘Improved Surface 

Operations,’ which involves the sharing of greater 

amounts of data with stakeholders to provide measurable 

surface efficiency improvements. As a wideband, 

wireless communications system operating in protected 

spectrum and supporting the transmission of safety 

and regularity of flight services on the airport surface, 

AeroMACS is ideally suited to support this NextGen 

priority,” explains Brent Phillips, a systems engineer at 

the FAA and active member of the ARINC committee 

that has set forth a resolution to establish and publish a 

set of avionics standards for avionics Line Replaceable 

Units (LRUs) that can access the AeroMACS network.

Within the United States, the FAA is looking to use 

AeroMACS to replace or supplement the existing cable 

loop communications system at airports, an initiative 

for which it has already turned on funding.
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Juliet Van Wagenen 

is Avionics Magazine’s 

junior editor.

“Maintaining those cables is difficult and expensive,” 

says Willie Cecil, director of business development at 

Teledyne Controls, who is looking to leverage AeroMACS 

once it becomes avai lable. “So the FAA decided 

to use WiMAX — or AeroMACS as it’s called in the 

industry — to enable the communication. This includes 

communication between airport vehicles, runway visual 

range and various airport operations.” The AeroMACS 

network is also relatively cheap to install when compared 

to the cable and loop currently in place, which can take 

$3 to $5 million per airport and months of disruptive 

maintenance. In contrast, Phillips says AeroMACS is 

projected to cost an estimated $300,000 per airport 

in less time.

The broadband network is already being installed at 

eight major airports under the ASSC program, a number 

that may increase to more than 50 airports if the FAA 

allocates more funding to the program according to 

Phillips. Going forward, AeroMACS may very well be 

the best solution for aviation authorities, airlines and 

airports as they look to upgrade an airport surface 

communications system that is currently being stretched 

to its l imit, but both Phil l ips and Cecil believe the 

application of AeroMACS can and should be stretched 

beyond the air traffic applications that are currently 

driving development.

“One of the logical next steps is that the AeroMACS 

network that is put in the ground can also be used for 

the aircraft with an avionics box that goes in the aircraft,” 

says Cecil. As the only broadband communication 

system with a dedicated spectrum, Phil l ips sees 

AeroMACS as a key enabler for connected aircraft 

services that require high levels of security, availability 

and integrity, which are not currently available through 

cellular or Wi-Fi networks. 

“For us, the opportunity we see with AeroMACS is to 

add the broadband capability it offers to our ground link 

product line and give these products an upgrade path 

from what they’re using today, which is either Wi-Fi or 

cellular, or both,” said Cecil, who noted that Teledyne is 

standing ready for when AeroMACS becomes available 

should airlines see the value in upgrading to access 

the network.

“The a i rpor t  sur face is  the  most  congested 

environment and thus the most vulnerable to incursions 

and accidents,” Phillips concludes. “Challenges will 

arise in managing the flow of aircraft on the airport 

surface, and AeroMACS can minimize the potential for 

flight delays, meet international safety standards and 

reduce the time the aircraft spends on the taxiways and 

runways. By providing near real-time data, graphics and 

video to the decision makers, and graphical surface 

movement and guidance to the pilots, AeroMACS will 

enable more informed decisions to be made.” 
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by Woodrow Bellamy III

For the second consecutive year, 80 percent of the 
respondents to our readership survey are looking to 
acquire aircraft wire and cable solutions for upgrading, 
maintaining and line-fi tting airframes. Supplier competition 
in this area is higher than ever, giving operators, OEMs 
and installers a healthy list of options to meet their system 
specifi cations and mission purposes. 

I
n aerospace, wires and data cables are the lifeblood of modern 

airframes, supporting applications such as Ethernet, digital video 

interface, and more. At nearly every second of every flight operation, 

wire and cable are responsible for transmitting enormous amounts 

of data and signal processing throughout the aircraft to support high 

definition displays and In-Flight Entertainment and Connectivity (IFEC) 

systems, weather radars, and more. 

Results from Avionics Magazine’s 2015 wire and cable readership survey 

reflect the vital role these solutions play in the airframe. For the second 

WIRE & CABLE: 
SUPPORTING CONNECTIVITY,  NEW AVIONICS, 
AND INCREASED DATA VOLUMES
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consecutive year, the survey indicated that 80 percent 

of respondents have needs to acquire new wire and 

cable solutions for their airframes, maintenance center 

operations, or other purposes. We talk to some of the 

leading wire and cable suppliers in the industry to learn 

how they are providing solutions to bring legacy aircraft 

up to speed and power new production aircraft into the 

future.

Supporting Connectivity

Aircraft have become airborne data centers, split up into 

three domains: Aircraft Control Domain (ACD), the Airline 

Information Services Domain (AISD), and the Passenger 

Information and Entertainment Services Domain (PIESD). 

Within these different domains, airframe microwave 

assemblies are supporting serial bus communication 

and data distribution during almost every second of a 

flight operation. The results of our survey show that the 

most compelling reason for Avionics Magazine readers 

to purchase airframe wire and cabling is to support the 

installation of new avionics, Internet connectivity systems 

or other next generation technology, with 79 percent of 

readers indicating that this was the case.

Within the commercial arena, new IFEC packages are 

driving much of the demand to retrofit legacy aircraft 

with higher performing data cables. Every major carrier 

around the globe either already has or is looking to add 

Internet, and in the business aviation world, travelers are 

nearly unwilling to fly if their private jet does not feature 

some form of connectivity. Along with installing new 

antennas and on-board servers and routers that power 

aircraft broadband systems, re-fitting legacy aircraft with 

connectivity requires Ethernet cables and durable wiring 

that can properly support it. 

“About 15 years ago, quadraxial data cables were 

introduced to handle up to 100 Mbps data rates. What we 

are seeing today is that the data rates have increased to 

Gigabit Ethernet as well as some applications for [Digital 

Visual Interface] DVI for displays.  Additionally, there is 

a move toward 10 Gigabit Ethernet, especially for the 

in-flight entertainment systems,” says Robert Moore, 

principal engineer at TE Connectivity. Gogo provides an 

example of this evolution of aircraft connectivity, as the 

aero communications provider’s IFC tech started out at 

3 megabits per second (Mbps), moving to 9.8 Mbps with 

it’s ATG-4 solution, and eventually growing to 70 Mbps 

About 15 years ago, quadraxial data cables were 
introduced to handle up to 100 Mbps data rates. 
What we are seeing today is that the data rates 
have increased to Gigabit Ethernet as well as some 
applications for DVI for displays. Additionally, there 
is a move toward 10 Gigabit Ethernet, especially 
for the in-flight entertainment systems.

— Robert Moore, TE Connectivity.
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with its new satellite-based 2Ku system.

To meet the growing needs of cabin connectivity, TE 

offers its 100BaseT cables and quadraxial contacts, 

traditional four-pair Ethernet cables and controlled 

impedance connectors, FAS-T and FAS-X connectors 

to ensure proper signal transmission.

“These systems are being provided by the IFE suppliers 

and we are working with those suppliers to provide the 

cables that interface the antenna to the on-board servers. 

These cables are required to transmit both power and 

data and must be resistant to repeated flexure as the 

antenna position is constantly redirected to maintain 

connectivity with either ground systems (air-to-ground) 

or satellite links. These cables are customized to the 

specific requirements of the system provider,” Moore 

adds. 

The competition in the airframe cable market is intense. 

Wire and cable suppliers compete to support connectivity 

and newer avionics systems in several different ways, 

but primarily their wire and cable solutions are selected 

for aircraft after airframe system engineers identify a 

need with a Request for Information (RFI) alongside a 

proposed specification according to standards set by 

the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 

— military specifications set by the U.S. Department 

of Defense (DOD). Boeing also features its own set of 

wire and cable specifications for its aircraft based on 

the type of application they will support, known as the 

Boeing Material Specifications (BMS). CarlisleIT, which 

ranked among the top five most popular aerospace wire 

and cable suppliers in the results of our 2015 wire and 

cable survey, is also seeing demand for its wire and cable 

solutions to support connectivity. 

“New avionics systems, and the higher performance 

wire solutions required, are one of the end-market 

applications that is driving CarlisleIT’s business,” 

says Don Slutz, senior product manager at CarlisleIT. 

“We are helping operators by creating products with 

enhanced value and a focus on weight- and space-

133 miles of wiring power the Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental. 

Photo: Boeing
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saving reductions, higher temperature and greater 

abrasion resistance.”

CarlisleIT’s Gigabit Ethernet cables are capable 

of data transfer speeds of up to 10 Gigabits per 

second (Gbps), while their Netflight 100 Base-T 

cables are specifically designed to support IFE 

systems, including seat-to-seat and 1000 Base-T 

applications. 

“There are many applications driving demand, such 

as in-flight entertainment, cabin management, and 

other general aerospace needs,” says Slutz. “We are 

currently seeing demand from OEMs, maintenance 

centers and operators.” 

Harbour Industries is also active in the growing 

market to support aircraft connectivity with high-

speed data cables. The Berkshire Hathaway 

subsidiary focuses on producing high-frequency, 

low-loss coaxial cables, extrusion of leading edge 

compounds, processing of tape wrap insulations, 

and shielding and testing. Harbour’s Data Master 

Q100 quad designs use a proprietary foamed 

fluropolymer insulation to provide up to a 10 percent 

weight savings compared to standard quads.

“There is an increasingly strong demand in the 

retrofit market. Typically this demand comes direct 

from retrofit centers and is complemented by select 

Harbour distributor channels. The pace of RFQ’s and 

new orders has been growing every month for the last 

couple of years,” says Trum Rittling, national sales 

manager at Harbour Industries. “We see the greatest 
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US Air Force Sees Benefits in Upgrades
The U.S. Air Force operates a fleet of more than 200 Boeing C-17s, which have performed more than 2 mil-

lion flight hours equating to more than 1.13 billion nautical miles. This year, Boeing will stop production of the 

C-17 Globemaster III, and close its C-17 final assembly facility in Long Beach, Calif. However, the C-17 is still going 

strong, and like all military aircraft, the result of all those flight operational hours requires extensive maintenance 

to keep the aircraft flying and performing life-saving missions. Currently the C-17 fleet is in transition from the Block 

16 to Block 17 upgrade, which requires extensive re-wiring. Beginning in late 2014 and into early 2015, more than 

3,000 wires were removed for the C-17’s Block 16 upgrade with more than 7,000 new wires installed. 

“The wiring is pivotal to the reliability, functionality and flexibility of the aircraft and the systems,” says Eric Bickett, 

the 562nd AMXS first-line supervisor at Robins Air Force Base, Ga. A 2014 study by the Penton Design Engineering 

& Sourcing Group showed that 29 percent of respondents believe the main cause of airframe cable failure was due 

to damage that occurred during installation. 

“We always talk about ‘what does that wire mean.’ 

That may only be 12 inches of two-strand shielded cable 

or whatever but that little wire can give a load master an 

opportunity to illuminate the light at the aflow master sta-

tion instead of the front which could mean the difference 

between someone getting out of the plane safely and 

someone not getting out of the plane safely as far as an 

air drop,” says Bickett. “With the missions that these air-

craft carry out, it’s staggering to think what that little wire, 

that little piece of equipment or functionality or flexibility 

that we give the aircrew can provide. It’s a huge honor 

to be able to look on CNN and see the C-17s and other 

aircraft that we’ve re-wired supporting missions all 

over the world. We take a lot of pride in it.”

C-17 arriving at Stewart ANG Base. Photo: U.S. Air Force
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volumes coming from the IFE systems manufacturers. 

What’s encouraging is the demand comes from all three 

segments: commercial, business and VIP.”

Mission Critical: Future Proofing

Aircraft involved in both civil and military operations 

often fly within extreme environments that do not lend 

to wire and cabling’s attempt to provide high-speed 

communication between avionics transmitters and 

receivers. Providing high-speed data transmission over 

long distances and minimizing the need for additional 

signal amplification requires the use of wire and cable 

constructed from materials engineered to withstand flight 

demands in severe environments. These harsh conditions 

can include temperatures of up to 300 degrees Celsius, 

salt water, and rapid altitude changes. When considering 

the acquisition of any wire or cable, whether you’re an 

operator, maintenance center or OEM, you’ll first have 

to consider the primary function, environment, and any 

challenging conditions that it may face. 

Wiring manufacturers such as RSCC are also solving 

issues with tape-wrapped solutions that may be 

damaged during installation. The wiring manufacturer 

recently introduced the AD300, which is designed for use 

against high temperatures of up to 300 degrees Celsius. 

They have also produced next generation airframe wire 

and cable coverings, the AD150, AD200 and AD360, 

which are ready for customer evaluation and specifically 

designed as an alternative to composite tape-wrapped 

designs, says Kevin Coderre, technical director at RSCC 

Aerospace & Defense. 

“Right now there’s a lot of wire on the plane that’s 

manufactured by wrapping tape on the conductor and 

there are some inherent problems with the tape edges 

catching during installation, trying to seal it going into 

connectors,” says Coderre. “We’ve been working on this 

extrudable version that will be less expensive and solve 

the issues of this tape wrap construction. These will be 

used for general aerospace wiring; we’ve developed 

it but its not in use yet. The tape wrap materials are 

extremely expensive and we’re looking for a much lower 

cost solution.”

Our 2015 survey results support Coderre’s views, as 

73 percent of respondents said they prefer conventional 

Spirit Airlines inner airframe. Photo: Spirit Airlines.
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wrapped solutions, while the remaining 27 percent 

prefer alternative insulation systems with hybrid 

construction or inorganic films. Looking ahead, all wire 

and cable suppliers agree that they will likely always 

face challenges when it comes to producing solutions 

that help to reduce aircraft weight while supporting 

increased power output. Research and development 

efforts right now are mostly focused around providing 

smaller, lighter and more capable wire and cable that 

support growing aircraft data output rates and power 

requirements, including the conductors used for wire and 

cable solutions. TE Connectivity is currently focused on 

analyzing improvements in the conductivity of Carbon 

Nanotubes Technology (CNT). 

“There have been improvements in the conductivity of 

the carbon nanotubes technology as used in conductor 

materials but it still needs to improve further in order to 

access the general aircraft market. Testing is showing 

that there is the potential for usage in low data rate 

systems today (MIL-STD-1553) in short runs. Since 

copper weight makes up the largest percentage of a 

cable construction today, the goal would be to have CNT 

Woodrow Bellamy III 

is the community 

editor for Avionics 

Magazine.
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conductors that have similar conductance as 

copper conductors,” says Moore.

“I see data systems being pushed in two 

ways. One is the incorporation of mature 

commercial protocols into the aerospace 

applications and the other is looking forward 

today to see how emerging higher rate 

protocols could be incorporated as those 

higher rates are just starting to mature. It 

seems that the data pipeline can never be 

large enough.” 

Sandia National Laboratories acquire PASD data on electrical wiring in the 

wheel well of a retired Boeing 727. Photo: Sandia National Laboratories/

Randy Montoya.
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While it would be impossible to 
cover the wide range of air-to-ground 

communication, software portability, 
hardware specifi cation, and data linking 

as well as maintenance topics covered, here 
are some of the largest issues discussed during the 

AEEC | AMC 2015 Conference.
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S
imilar to the modern standard Integrated Modular 

Avionics (IMA) cockpit setup, where technology from 

competing suppliers and manufacturers are featured 

on the same flight deck, the Airl ines Electronic 

Engineering Committee (AEEC) | (Avionics Maintenance 

Conference) AMC annual general session brings together some 

of the biggest names in the industry to foster competitiveness 

and interchangeability on today’s airframes. And, similar to 

the way competing airlines sometimes code share on certain 

flight routes and compete on others, the conference brings 

the airline, the end users of these aircraft and technology, 

to discuss the challenges they experience while operating 

and maintaining those airframes.

ARINC characteristics, specifications and reports help 

define the form, fit and function, and interfaces to avionics 

equipment and associated networks, physical packaging, 

data buses and software operating system and electrical 

interfaces that power flights on modern aircraft around the 

WHERE THE INDUSTRY UNITES

AEEC | AMC 2015 CONFERENCE: 

by Woodrow Bellamy III
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world everyday.

What is also interesting to witness is the way in which 

the standardization that evolves and comes out of the 

subcommittee collaboration leads to standardization of 

products that enable the Communications, Navigations 

and Surveillance (CNS) capabilities necessary to move 

airspace modernization initiatives such as NextGen in 

the U.S. and the Single European Sky (SES) forward.

“The AEEC member airlines continue to place a high 

value on the spirit of collaboration and the value of 

industry decision making. When the airlines move 

together as one — with Airbus and Boeing alongside 

— this provides clear guidance to the avionics 

supplier community and to the regulatory 

community,” says AEEC Executive Secretary 

and Program Director for ARINC Industry 

Activities Paul Prisaznuk.

Airspace Modernization 

Both the NextGen and Single 

European Sky airspace 

modernization 

in i t iat ives were 

focal points of 

the 2015 

AEEC | AMC conference. One of the biggest aspects 

of both of these programs is the requirement for aircraft 

to equip with Automatic Dependent Surveillance – 

Broadcast (ADS-B) avionics. This upcoming requirement 

is much more than just a mandate, something that was 

made evident at the conference. Aircraft broadcasting 

their positions in a networked environment represents 

a fundamental change in Air Traffic Controllers’ (ATC) 

primary toolset for separating aircraft. By self reporting 

their GPS position, pilots with ADS-B In will be able 

to see the entire air traffic picture of the airspace that 

surrounds them, and the concept of operations for 

Air Traffic Management (ATM) no longer depends on 

controllers from a central location watching radar 

scopes. But along with fundamental change, comes 

fundamental challenges. That’s where the type of 

collaboration between airframe manufacturers, avionics 

suppliers and airline engineers at AEEC | AMC becomes 

increasingly important, as both NextGen and Single 

European Sky enter their deployment phase.

“The U.S. and European mandate to fit aircraft with 

ADS-B equipment before January 2020 continues to be 

on the forefront of the airline interests and concerns,” 

says Prisaznuk. “The ADS-B mandate will require a new 

Mode S Transponder compliant with [Radio Technical 

Commission for Aeronautics] RTCA DO-260B. It will 

also require a highly accurate GNSS position source, 

and status indications to the flight deck crew. Some 

aircraft will require changes to aircraft wiring 

harnesses. The adoption of Supplement 2 

to ARINC Characteristic 735B: Traffic 
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Computer, [Traff ic Col l is ion 

Avo idance System]  TCAS 

and ADS-B Functionality, will 

ensure that the suppliers have 

the information necessary to 

build equipment compliant with 

ARINC and RTCA Standards.”

Flight deck avionics suppliers, 

s u c h  a s  T h o m a s  G l o b a l 

Systems, benef i t  f rom the 

great networking platform that 

the AEEC | AMC conference 

provides for topics such as 

NextGen and Single European 

Sky ATM Research (SESAR) 

equipage. “The impact of new 

techno logy,  NextGen and 

ADS-B mandates were very 

key topics of importance at 

this year’s conference,” says 

Thomas Global Systems CEO 

Angus Hutchinson. “OEMs 

a re  focus ing  on  the  new 

technologies, while becoming 

less focused on legacy systems. 

That’s why we are committed 

to taking up the challenge to 

support and sustain legacy 

avionics, of which the critical 
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SELCAL Codes

Prisaznuk admits that Selective Calling (SELCAL) is “sometimes viewed as old-school 

technology,” but it is still one of the more important aspects of aircraft communications 

currently used by airlines and Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) worldwide. Accord-

ing to the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), the SELCAL system was intro-

duced for use in civil aviation in 1957 to enable selective calling of individual aircraft over 

the aeronautical mobile voice channels. To uniquely identify individual aircraft using the 

SELCAL system, codes are assigned to each aircraft by the Aviation Spectrum Resources 

Inc. (ASRI), which replaced ARINC’s role in issuing these codes in 2005 after the organi-

zation restructured. 

When an aircraft enters revenue service, a SELCAL code is assigned to that aircraft with 

a basic Mark 3 SELCAL integrated into the Audio Management System (AMS). 

“In routine use, SELCAL enables the Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) to select the 

specific aircraft for which the communication or ATC clearance is intended,” says Prisaznuk. 

“They are often assigned in duplicate by necessity, and over 32,000 SELCAL assignments 

are presently in use. Should two aircraft with same SELCAL be in the same geographical 

region and receive a call, both aircraft will be selected and the ANSP must clarify which one 

of the two aircraft is being called. This is undesirable for the pilots and controllers alike.”

Enter ARINC Project Paper 714A: Mark 4 Selective calling, which will provide relief for 

duplicate SELCAL codes within an overall expansion of the pool of available codes. 

“The effort will expand the pool of available SELCAL codes from 10,920 to greater than 

215,000 unique SELCAL codes. Airlines will have the option to support Mark 4 SELCAL 

using new 32-tone decoders,” says Prisaznuk.

However, along with this expansion, aircraft equipage will not solve the SELCAL equa-

tion, as Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) will be required to install new Mark 4 

SELCAL encoders in their ground stations that are capable of providing the 32-tone SELCAL. 

“This will require capital investment, new operational procedures and training. Air-

lines will need to see progress on the ground side before Mark 4 SELCAL is a reality 

in the air,” says Prisaznuk.
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obsolescence element is the CRT display. The TFD-7000 

Series is built on our Adaptable Display Architecture 

(TADA) and is designed as a growth platform through 

expandability. Among TADA’s features are ARINC 429 

interfaces and card expansion slots, meaning that the 

new TFD-7000 Series displays are capable of displaying 

or handling additional information related to new 

technologies such as ADS-B or [Required Navigation 

Performance] RNP.”

Another huge topic that wi l l  cont inue to be a 

challenge for the industry is the shift from voice to 

data link communications in both programs. During the 

conference, Avionica announced a new Supplemental 

Type Certificate (STC) for the installation of its satLINK 

MAX ATC voice and data qualified Iridium satellite-

based communications unit for the Boeing 737 NextGen 

(NG) aircraft. The satLINK MAX enables data l ink 

communications, including for operators looking to fly 

within the optimal routes between the United States and 

Europe.  “As the first to achieve [Future Air Navigation 

System] FANS-1/A safety service certification on air 

transport aircraft, satLINK MAX is poised to fill in the 

FANS-1/A communications requirement for all North 

Atlantic operators,” says Anthony Rios, vice president 

of sales at Avionica. “Beyond the airlines, this would 

include business jet operators, which total more than 

6,000 aircraft worldwide.”

Many of the world’s biggest airlines have invested 

millions in avionics that enable Controller Pilot Data 

Link Communication (CPDLC), however not all of them 

are seeing the benefits from that investment yet. The 

most notable example of this is the five-year program 

delay in Europe, resulting from service provider aborts 

from the use of VHF Data Link (VDL) Mode 2. 

Standardizing the Industry

Fifteen new ARINC standards were considered for 

adoption at this year’s conference. Among those 

currently being circulated prior to adoption, which could 

have some major impact in the digitized networked 

architecture of aircraft going forward, is the Draft 1 of 

Supplement 1 to ARINC Specification 653. This provides 

a definition for multi-core services, enabling avionics 

suppliers to use multi core processors on avionics 

computing platforms. While today’s avionics computers 

use single-core processors, ARINC 653 supports dual 

core, quad core and multi core solutions to allow the 

processor for an avionics Central Processing Unit (CPU) 

to work on more than one task at a time, a capability 

that has become standard in the Personal Computer 

(PC) environment. 

ARINC 825 Supplement 3 is also currently being 

circulated prior to adoption, as the supplement looks 

to expand the general standardization of the Controller 

Area Network (CAN) bus protocol for airborne usage.  

“A primary focus of Supplement 3 is to increase the 

long-term usability of CAN bus in complex avionics 

installations by addressing specific feedback provided by 

industry,” says Thomas Joseph, platform and computing 

systems applications engineer at GE Aviation, and 

chairman of the CAN working group. “A key addition 

to the ARINC 825 specification in Supplement 3 is 
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the introduction of the directed message 

channel protocol intended to increase network 

interoperability by using targeted messaging 

and dialogs through the use of unique node 

addressing and port definitions. The use of 

the directed message channel protocol, or 

the legacy data upload and data download 

services under the node services channel 

protocol for software data loading, is left up 

to the system integrator.”

As most avionics engineers know, the use of 

CAN bus in aviation was borrowed from what 

originally began in the automotive industry to 

provide connectivity for engine control units 

and fuel control units originally on high-end 

cars, such as Mercedes Benz and BMW — 

now, it has become standard on nearly every 

new car. According to AMC Chairman and 

Program Manager at KLM Engineering and 

Maintenance Marijan Jozic, that same type of 

shift has occurred with aviation, with the use 

of CAN Bus on modern airframes, such as the 

Airbus A350 and Boeing 787 among others.

“In new aircraft types 787, A380 and A350 

CAN bus is the new norm. People who are 

working on those kind of aircraft must be 

trained to learn how to use the new CAN bus,” 

Jozic says. “I have sent all my technicians for 

a one day course on CAN bus. The course is 

actually given by instructor hired from a car 

manufacturer.” 

Woodrow Bellamy III 

is the community editor 

for Avionics Magazine.
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Drones Quietly Expand FAA Jurisdiction 
from Airspace to Cyberspace

O
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Opinion

In April, the FAA issued a National Policy Notice outlin-

ing, for the first time, the agency’s regulation of “avi-

ation-related videos or other electronic media on the 

Internet.” The new policy statement quietly signaled 

the dawn of a new era for the FAA, an era in which the 

agency’s jurisdiction extends beyond the navigable air-

space and into cyberspace. The move also sheds light 

on how drone technology is both shaping and outpac-

ing our nation’s aviation regulations.

The FAA’s new cyberspace policy was issued in 

response to the growing number of online aerial videos 

and photographs captured by small, unmanned aircraft 

systems in U.S. airspace. Thousands of videos posted 

on YouTube, Vimeo, and various other social media 

websites depict awe-inspiring aerial footage made 

possible only by the proliferation of drones across the 

continent. The FAA’s notice purports to offer “guidance 

to Aviation Safety Inspectors (ASI) regarding actions 

to be taken when notified of videos or other electronic 

media posted to the Internet depicting the operation 

of aircraft in the National Airspace System (NAS) that 

may be contrary to Title 14 of the Code of Federal 

Regulations (14 CFR) or statute.”

In March 2015, just one month before issuing the 

Notice, the FAA found itself on the losing end of a 

publicity war with drone hobbyist Jayson Hanes, 

who received an ominous letter from the FAA after an 

aviation safety inspector discovered the Floridian drone 

enthusiast’s collection of aerial videos on YouTube. 

The letter, which went viral, immediately sparked First 

Amendment concerns from the public and an outcry 

for the preservation of Internet freedom. Significantly, 

the FAA did not target Hanes for any alleged reckless 

operation of his drone, but rather for posting videos 

that appeared to the FAA to constitute commercial 

drone operations. And therein lies the problem: the 

FAA has expanded from an agency that exclusively 

regulated air safety to an agency that now regulates a 

limitless number of separate and only loosely-related 

issues including privacy, the Internet, free speech, and 

commerce for the sake of commerce (i.e., unrelated to 

any adverse safety determination).

The existing regulations are the direct outgrowth of 

an archaic regulatory framework governing manned 
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aircraft operations. The result of this most unfortunate 

regulatory lineage is that the unmanned aircraft systems 

industry is still subjected to an irrational distinction 

between commercial drone operations and recreational 

drone operations.

If a film studio with vast resources, insurance policies, 

and industry know-how wishes to operate a drone on 

a closed film set, it must first petition the FAA for an 

exemption under Section 333 of the FAA Modernization 

and Reform Act of 2012, hire a manned aircraft pilot, 

and adhere to extremely strict flight procedures and 

limitations. Meanwhile, any amateur with a credit card 

can have a drone shipped to them and can legally 

operate the drone in public with fewer restrictions so 

long as he does not accept a penny for the operations. 

In fact, a drone operated for purely hobby or recreational 

purposes is legally characterized as a “model aircraft” 

while the same drone operated for commercial purposes 

is an “unmanned aircraft system.” Thus, under the law, 

a drone is not a drone by any other name.

The approximately 4,000 public comments posted in 

connection with the FAA’s recent Notice of Proposed 

Rulemaking applicable to small unmanned aircraft 

systems are a good sign for the industry, which 

continues to band together to solve both regulatory and 

technological challenges. If the FAA’s proposed rules 

become final in substantially the same form as they exist 

today, commercial operators using drones weighing 55 

pounds or less will have a lot more freedom and a lot 

less red tape to cut through in 16 to 24 months. 
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